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Abstract—We propose a novel positioning-communication
integrated signal, which superposes the configurable positioning
signal on the communication one to achieve a sub-meter range
measurement accuracy. Different from other positioning schemes,
there are multi positioning signals on different sub-carriers for
different positioning users. The powers and bandwidths of these
positioning signals are controllable, which reduces the near-far
effect, and improves the range measurement accuracy. Other
major contributions are: we analyze the interference of the posi-
tioning signal to the communication one; we give the lower-bound
and measurement accuracy of the range estimation in both flat
and fading channels, and derive their simple expressions. The
results show the interaction between the communication and posi-
tioning signals is limited, and it is feasible to use the proposed
signal for high accuracy positioning.

Index Terms—Positioning-communication integrated signal,
MS-NOMA, interference, positioning.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, the ubiquitous positioning has been paid
much attention. The satellite positioning systems can

not be used indoors as their signals are easily blocked by
buildings [1]. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) based positioning have a well coverage indoors only
with dense placements of the nodes. And it is costly for col-
lecting and maintaining the fingerprint database [2]. Wireless
communication network has a well coverage both indoors
and outdoors. Meanwhile, it is cost-effective to be used for
positioning purpose as it is ready-made for communication
purpose.

Specific Positioning Reference Signal (PRS) is designed
in 4G network. However, the positioning accuracy of PRS
is only tens of meters as the discontinuous signal is hardly
tracked which leads a low range measurement accuracy [3].
Moreover, there are severe near-far effects between the posi-
tioning signals from different BSs which makes the signals
from far BSs more difficult to be received [4]. Consequently,
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poor geometric distribution of BSs is achieved which further
worsen the positioning accuracy.

Different from all other existing works, we aim to develop
a new signal to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks
which makes the communication network have the ability of
high accuracy positioning. The new signal must satisfy the
following requirements:

1) The powers of the positioning signal to different users
should be controllable to receive more signals and reduce
the near-far effect, i.e., different users should obtain different
signal strengths or gains from one BS.

2) The positioning signal should be continuous, i.e., the
receiver can track the signal for better measurement accuracy.

3) The interferences between the positioning and commu-
nication signals must be weak enough. In fact, notice that the
PRS occupies some sub-carriers of 4G signal, we consider
PRS is also an interference to the 4G communication signal
as it results in a resource reduction for communication.

The main contributions of this letter are:
1) We propose a novel positioning-communication inte-

grated signal, called Multi-Scale Non-Orthogonal Multiple
Access (MS-NOMA), which integrates positioning and com-
munication signals together without much interference.
Contrary to the PRS in 4G, MS-NOMA does not occupy
the communication sub-carriers/resources. The positioning sig-
nals are superposed upon the communication signals. To avoid
interferences, the positioning signals are weak enough and
pseudorandom codes are employed to obtain the spreading
gains. So that the Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC)
in normal NOMA demodulation is unnecessary [5].

2) Interferences between the positioning and communication
signals are analyzed. Bit Error Rate (BER) for communication
and the range measurement accuracy for positioning in both
flat and fading channels are derived, respectively. According
to these, the feasibility of the MS-NOMA are studied.

II. THE PROPOSED MULTI-SCALE NON-ORTHOGONAL

MULTIPLE ACCESS

Consider a traditional NOMA signal, such as y =√
2P1x1+

√
2P2x2 for two-users, where xi and Pi (i = 1, 2)

are the signal and power of Useri, respectively. We usually
have P1 � P2, so x2 is seen as a noise to x1 which can be
detected directly. Then, SIC is usually employed to detect x2
by subtracting x1.

The proposed MS-NOMA architecture consists of two kinds
of signals: communication and positioning signals as shown in
Figure 1. Different from NOMA, both of the communication
and positioning signals are Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) system for different users. And
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Fig. 1. The proposed MS-NOMA architecture.

the pseudorandom codes are modulated over the positioning
sub-carriers for spreading gains and range measuring. Note
C-User and P-User as the communication and positioning
users, respectively. Let us define B as the total bandwidth.
Δfc and Δfp , which are designed as Δfp = GΔfc , G ∈ N+,
are the carrier spacing of the communication and position-
ing signals, respectively. We assume both C-User and P-User
occupy an own separate sub-carrier so that there are maximum
N = B/Δfc−1 and M = B/Δfp−1 users for communication
and positioning purpose, respectively.

Different from traditional positioning scheme, there are
multi positioning signals broadcast from one BS for differ-
ent P-Users. Then, specific power control strategy can be
used for different P-Users with different channel states which
will satisfy the first requirement in Section I. On the other
hand, MS-NOMA superposes the spreading sequences in time
domain to ensure range measuring which satisfies the second
requirement in Section I.

Notice that the positioning signals located on different sub-
carriers are orthogonal, so there is no interference between
P-Users. However, like the normal NOMA signals, there
are interferences between the communication and positioning
signals analyzed as follows.

III. INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS

A. Interference of the Positioning Signal
to Communication One

The superposed positioning signal can be seen as a noise
that interferes the detection of communication signal. Without
any loss of generality, we assume the powers for all C-Users
are identical. We use BER to evaluate the interference under
the assumption that each spreading sequence for different P-
Users is independent [6], [7]:

BER(n) = K erfc

(
λPcTc

I (n) + 2N0

)
(1)

where n represents the index of C-User. K and λ are deter-
mined by the modulation and coding schemes. Pc is the power
of the communication signal. Tc is the period of the commu-
nication symbol. N0 is the environment noise’s single-sided
Power Spectral Density (PSD). I (n) =

∑M
m=1 P̄p,m (n) rep-

resents the interference of the positioning signal to the n th

C-User. Where m represents the index of P-User, and P̄p,m (n)
is the power of the m th P-User over the n th C-User which
satisfies:

P̄p,m (n) = Pp,mGp,m (nΔfc) = Pp,mTpsinc2
(
m − n

G

)
(2)

where Pp is the power of the positioning signal. Tp is the
period of the positioning symbol. Gp,m (f ) = Tpsinc2[(f −
mΔfp)Tp ] is the normalized PSD of the m th positioning
signal.

In the multi-path scenario, the powers of the reflected
positioning signals are often rather limited in Ricean chan-
nel. Therefore, the interferences of the reflected positioning
signals could be ignored. In Rayleigh channel, the powers
of some multi-path components may be similar to the one
of the strongest signal. So, the interferences of the posi-
tioning signals could not be ignored and the powers of the
reflected positioning signals should be taken account into I(n).
However, if the positioning signals are much weaker than the
environment noise, their interferences to the communication
signals will be also ignored as I(n) will be much smaller
than 2N0.

B. Interference of the Communication Signal
to Positioning One

We assume length L spreading codes are used. Then,
the positioning signal will be stronger than the communica-
tion one thanks to the spreading gain as long as the code
length L is not too short. However, the communication sig-
nal compromises the performance of the range measuring.
Because the positioning signal is continuous in the proposed
MS-NOMA signal, the receiver can track the signal by a code-
tracking loop. We assume BPSK modulation is used for the
positioning signal, then the lower bound of the code phase
estimation error in AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise)
channel is [8]:

σ2LB ,m =
a

(2π)2
∫ B0+Bfe/2

B0−Bfe/2
f 2
[

Pp,mGp,m (f )
N0+NPcGc(f )

]
df

(3)

where a is determined by the loop parameters. B0 is the cen-
tral frequency of MS-NOMA signal. Bfe is the double-sided
front-end bandwidth. Gc(f ) is the normalized PSD of the com-
munication signal which satisfies Gc(f ) =

1
N

∑N
n=1Gc,n (f ).

Where Gc,n (f ) = Tcsinc2[(f − nΔfc)Tc ] is the normalized
PSD of the nth C-User. Because the PSD of OFDM signal
is approximately flat over the whole bandwidth [9]. We have
Gc(f ) ≈ uB (f − B0)/B , where:

uB (f ) =

{
1 −B

2 < f < B
2

0 elsewhere
(4)

Then (3) becomes:

σ2LB ,m =
a

(2π)2

⎡
⎢⎣2

B/2∫
Bfe/2

f 2
Pp,mGp,m

(
f +mΔfp

)
N0

df+

B/2∫
−B/2

f 2
Pp,mGp,m

(
f +mΔfp

)
N0 + NPc/B

df

⎤
⎥⎦
−1

(5)

By taking Gp,m (f ) into (5), and using the approxi-
mation sinc(BTp) ≈ sinc(BfeTp) ≈ 0 (because of
BTp = M + 1 � 1 and Bfe > B ), we obtain the simple
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expression of σ2LB ,m :

σ2LB ,m ≈ 0.25aT 2
p
CPRm

Eb/N0

(
Bfe − Eb/N0

Eb/N0 + 1
B

)−1

(6)

where Eb = PcTc is the energy of the communication
symbol. CPRm = κPc

Pp,m
is defined as the communication-

to-positioning ratio, where κ = 2G − 1 ≈ 2G represents
the amount of C-Users over one P-User’s bandwidth (≈ is
reasonable as Δfp � Δfc , i.e., G � 1). Notice that
CPRm
Eb/N0

= κN0
TcPP,m

as well. So the first item in the brackets
of (6) is the error caused by the environment noise and the
second one is caused by the communication signal.

In the fading channel, the reflected communication signal
will interfere the code phase estimation error as well. On
the other hand, the reflected positioning signal will distort
the auto-correlation function which may lead to estimation
errors. In this letter, we do not consider the estimating biases
caused by Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) as this is the common
problem in all time based positioning system which has been
discussed in plenty literatures. What we concern is the effect
of the reflected communication signals rather than the posi-
tioning ones. Then, the tracking error of the Delay Locked
Loop (DLL) is used to evaluate the tracking performance in
the multi-path scenario.

Notice that there are multiple P-Users, i.e., the bandwidth
of the positioning signal for one P-User (note as Bp for
any P-Users) is much smaller than the total bandwidth B.
Moreover, the front-end bandwidth is larger than B as well. So
we have Bfe � Bp . Consequently, a DLL’s narrow early-late
spacing D can be applied.1 Then, the S curve of DLL should
be approximated to linear and the first-path of the positioning
signal could be distinguished when D → 0. So, the tracking
error of DLL can be written as (7)2 shown at the bottom of
this page [8]. Where Gs(f ) is the PSD of the received com-
munication signal which may consist multi-path components.

In the practical use, (7) can be calculated by numeri-
cal integration as Gs(f ) is usually complicated. (7) can be
also analyzed by approximating a frequency non-selective
slow fading channel to find the relationship between the
range measurement accuracy and the signal’s power. Then,
we have Gs(f ) ≈ NPcGc(f )E (α2), where α is the normal-
ized propagation amplitude which satisfies Ricean or Rayleigh
distribution and E(·) represents the mean value which satis-
fies E (α2) = β + P̄c,multi-path. Where P̄c,multi-path represents
the normalized reflected communication signal’s power. And
β = 1 or 0 in Ricean or Rayleigh channel, respectively. Notice
that when D → 0, sin(πfDTp) in (7) can be replaced by
Taylor expansion around 0. Then, by taking Gp,m (f ) and
Gc(f ) into (7) and using the approximation sinc(BTp) ≈

1If Bfe is not large enough, the DLL correlation peak will be flattened
which will deteriorate the performance of the phase discriminator.

2Taking the coherent early-late discriminator for example.

sinc(BfeTp) ≈ 0, after rearranging items, we have the simple
expression of σ2t ,m as:

σ2t ,m ≈ 0.25aT 2
p

[
2

BfeTp
(
Pp,m/N0

)

+
B

B2
fe

CPRm
(
β + P̄c,multi-path

)]
(8)

where (Pp,m/N0) is the carrier-to-noise ratio of the position-
ing signal over the mth sub-carrier. The first item in (8) is
caused by the noise, and the second one is caused by the
communication signal. Particularly, if there are no multi-path
signals, i.e., β = 1 and P̄c,multi-path = 0, (8) represents the
DLL tracking error in AWGN channel which will converge to
the lower bound σ2LB ,m .

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performances of the
proposed MS-NOMA signal from two aspects - the BER and
range measurement accuracy, respectively. The communication
and positioning signals use QPSK and BPSK constellation,
respectively. The positioning signal is 50 times faster than the
communication one, i.e., G = 50. The amount of P-User is
M = 20, so that there are N = 1049 C-Users. The powers of all
C-Users are assumed as identical. The performances in both
flat (AWGN) and fading channel are illustrated. Where the
fading channel employs the Extended Typical Urban (ETU)
model in 3GPP standard.

A. Communication Performance

We firstly examine the interference of the positioning sig-
nal to the C-Users. Figure 2(a) shows the average BERs over
the whole bandwidth in both flat and fading channel when
Pp,m = Pp , ∀m . It is clear that the average BERs decrease
with the increasing of Eb/N0 (Pp/N0 as well). Notice that the
BER curves with small CPRs will tend to be flat when Eb/N0
becomes larger (Region 2 in Figure 2(a)). This is because
the interference caused by the positioning signal dominates
the BER performance rather than the environment noise (i.e.,
I(n) is much larger than 2N0). When the positioning signal
becomes weaker (CPR becomes larger), the BER curves will
become flat with larger Eb/N0 and they will become closer to
the one that only exists noise (CPR = ∞). Moreover, the dete-
rioration of the average BER in fading channel is much smaller
than the one in the flat channel which means the interference
of the superposed positioning signal could be ignored in this
kind of scenario, especially with small Eb/N0.

Figure 2(b) detailed shows the BERs for each C-User in flat
channel. If the powers of the P-Users are identical (IPp), the
BERs are approximately identical as well. While the BERs are
different when the P-Users’ powers are different (DPp). Then,

σ2t ,m =
a
∫ Bfe/2

−Bfe/2
[N0 +Gs(f )]Gp,m

(
f +mΔfp

)
sin2

(
πfDTp

)
df

(2π)2Pp,m

[∫ Bfe/2

−Bfe/2
fGp,m

(
f +mΔfp

)
sin

(
πfDTp

)
df

]2 (7)
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Performance evaluation. (a) Average BER in different scenarios. (b) BER of the communication signal. Eb/N0 = 5dB, CPR = 15dB. (c) Range
measurement accuracy at Pp/N0 = 45dB · Hz.

the maximum BER is related to all P-User’s powers (see (1))
in this case. Of course, both of the IPp and DPp are higher
than the scenario that do not exist positioning signals (NP).

B. Positioning Performance

We then examine the range measurement accuracy of the
MS-NOMA signal. The front-end bandwidth is set to twice of
the total bandwidth, i.e., Bfe = 2B. The loop parameters are set
as: BL = 0.2Hz, Tcoh = 0.02s and D = 0.02chips, where BL
is the code loop noise bandwidth and Tcoh is the predetection
integration time. The range measurement accuracy of the MS-
NOMA and PRS signal are compared. Where the lower bound
of PRS is used as introduced in [10].

Figure 2(c) shows the range measurement accuracy when
Pp/N0 = 45dB · Hz. Where superscript e and a represent
the exact and approximate results, respectively. It is clear that
the measurement errors of the MS-NOMA signal are always
smaller than the ones of the PRS signal when CPR < 30dB.
The accuracy gap between the two signals become larger when
CPR decreases. It is because when the power of the commu-
nication signal decreases, its interference to the positioning
one become weaker. While the measurement accuracy of PRS
become worse due to the lower signal-to-noise ratio of the
communication signal.

Please notice that the curves of the MS-NOMA signal
will not change if the communication power is fixed and the
positioning one is variable. For example, if Eb/N0 = 0dB
and Pp/N0 varies from 32 to 52dB·Hz (i.e., 10dB< CPR<
30dB), the measurement accuracy of PRS is fixed at 10.21m in
AWGN channel and the accuracy of MS-NOMA is the same as
Figure 2(c) shows. Then the measurement error will decrease
when the power of the positioning signal increases.

On the other hand, the accuracy deterioration of MS-
NOMA signal in fading channel become larger when the CPR
increases. It is because the multi-path components multiply
the affects of the CPR as (8) shown which means the stronger
power of the positioning signal, the weaker effect of the chan-
nel fading. Although the relative accuracy deterioration of
MS-NOMA signal in fading channel is a little larger than that
of PRS, the absolute accuracy deterioration of MS-NOMA
signal is much smaller than that of PRS.

Although stronger positioning power will have higher mea-
surement accuracy and less channel fading effects (from the

angle of positioning), the maximum power of the position-
ing signals will be limited by the Quality of Service (QoS)
of communication as Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show. In the real
application, Pp,ms must be allocated carefully to acquire the
best ranging performance under the QoS constraint which will
be discussed in our future work.

Figure 2(c) also confirms that the approximations of
both σLB and σt ((6) and (8)) correspond to the exact
ones ((5) and (7)) very well. And all of them are below 1m
which ensures the meter level positioning accuracy compare
to the 10m level positioning accuracy of PRS. Meanwhile,
the measurement error is only a little larger than the one that
without communication signal, which means the effect of the
communication signal is limit to the range measuring.
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